The main result of the current paper is an estimate of the radius of the nonperipheral part of the spectrum of the Perron-Frobenius operator for expanding mappings. As a consequence, we are able to show that the metric entropy of an expanding map has modulus of continuity xlog(l/x) on the space of C2-expandings. We also give an explicit estimate of the rate of mixing for C1-functions in terms of natural constants.
1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 Formulating the problem. In many situations one would like to consider families of dynamical systems rather than individual mappings or flows. In these situations a natural question arises of how numerical invariants of the dynamical system, such as the topological or metric entropy, depend on the parameters. The continuity of the topological entropy has been studied extensively (for further references on the subject cf. [12] ). In the current paper we address the problem of the regularity of the metric entropy for systems which have a naturally distinguished invariant measure. We concentrate on the best understood class of such systems, the class of expanding mappings. It is well known (cf. [5] ) that these mappings have a unique probabilistic invariant measure absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
We do not attempt to carry out a similar analysis for more complicated dynamical systems here. However, there are other situations where similar results have been obtained. This includes Axiom A systems, for which the natural class of invariant measures is the class of Sinai-Bowen-Ruelle measures.
The problem for expanding mappings has an elegant solution, which should be treated as a model for other classes of systems. The most complicated situation to which this model can be applied is the quadratic family f (x) = 1-px . By the theorem of Jakobson [4] there is a set of parameters p of positive measure for which the mapping f has an absolutely continuous invariant measure. For the set of parameters found in [8] the measure is unique. By a generalization of the methods of this paper we are able to show that the Lyapunov exponent of the mapping / varies continuously on that set. The intermediate result is that the density of the invariant measure depends continuously on the parameter in Lx-topology. These results will be presented in [9] .
1.2 A brief statement of the main result. For a C -expanding map tp: M -> M, Krzyzewski and Szlenk [5] showed the existence of a function h : M -y R+ of class C1 such that the measure p = h m is ^-invariant ( m denotes the Riemann-Lebesgue measure corresponding to a fixed Riemannian metric). The main estimate of this paper implies that the map tp •-> h is continuous from the 2 2 0 space of C -expanding maps with C -topology to C (M, R) and the modulus of continuity is xlog(l/x). It is also true that this map is continuous from
the space of C -expanding maps with C -topology to C (M, R) (we will show that h e C (M ,R) ). However, the modulus of continuity requires a more complicated description, as it will be clear from the proof of Theorem 2. We will also show the exponential mixing rate of tp for C -functions with a direct estimate. The new result in the context of expanding maps is that the rate of mixing can be estimated in terms of the expansion constant, the distorsion and the diameter of the manifold. Precise statements will be given later. Hence, the mixing estimate is uniform on any compact family of tp's.
1.3 The method. The problem formulated in §1.2 translates into a perturbation problem for the Perron-Frobenius operator (abbreviation: P-F) of an expanding map. Subsequently, an estimate of the nonperipheral part of the spectrum of the P-F (Perron-Frobenius) operator (Theorem 1) is given. It is well known that such estimates yield the rate of mixing for certain classes of functions [2, 3] . We will show an explicit bound for the rate of mixing for C1-functions in terms of some naturally defined constants.
1.4 The rate of mixing. In the next few paragraphs we will describe the connection between the rate of mixing of an expanding map <j> and bounds for the nonperipheral part of the spectrum of the P-F operator. Let f,geC (M,R). We consider the sequence (p = p )
(1) kn= j fotp"-gdpj fdp j gdp.
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For expanding mappings the existence of Markov partitions [6] combined with the paper of Bowen [2] yields an estimate \kn\ < const-r" where r e (0,1) is independent of / and g . The P- One can show that P is bounded as an operator from C to C . It proves that the spectrum of the P-F operator P consists of 1 and a set contained within a disk of radius rQ < 1 called a nonperipheral spectrum of P (this result is true in view of [2] ; a more up to date way of proving such estimates is in [3, 7] ).
From the definition of r0 it follows that for any r > r0 :
(5) ||P;-epHc,< const-/.
We can apply this inequality and (3) for any function % € C (M, R) to obtain (6) \kn\<const\\f\\Li\\x\\clr".
On the other hand, if r < rQ then one can pick functions / and x in such fashion that \kn\r~n -> oo. So, roughly speaking, r0 is the rate of mixing for C -functions.
1.5 Continuity of the metric entropy. Another application of our estimate of the nonperipheral part of the spectrum of the P-F operator is a proof of the continuity of h as a function of tp. One can develop the right approach as follows: suppose that tp , yp are two close expanding mappings and let us write f = hm-A . Then one has A more precise analysis will show that if y/ is C -close to tp then u is small in C°-topology and uniformly bounded in C1-topology. This is sufficient to show that / is small in C°-topology. We recall that for expanding mappings we have the following version of Rokhlin-Pësin's formula [11] : (10) h (tp)= f logJ9dp9= f (logJf).h9dm. 2 1 Since obviously C e tp i-+ J' e C is continuous, we obtain that the entropy h (tp) is a continuous function of tp in C -topology. We will actually show that the modulus of continuity is of type x\og(l/x).
1.6 A remark on the analytic families. It is not difficult to show that for realanalytic families of expanding mappings the density of the absolutely continuous invariant measure is an analytic function of the parameter. It is due to the compactness of the Perron-Frobenius operator in the analytic domain. However, even in this situation our bound for the rate of mixing seems to be the only explicit bound known.
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PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
The content of this section is introductory material concerning expanding mappings. Similar results can be found in the literature. We included full proofs of the facts we need for the convenience of the reader. By / we denote the Jacobian of tp , i.e.:
The determinant is computed with respect to any pair of orthonormal bases. The inverse of the Jacobian will be denoted by g, i.e.
(13) g(x) = l/J(x). We also introduce the analogous functions for the iterations:
Let u = log J. From our assumptions it follows that u is C and
is finite. -► M connecting x to some y e tp~n(y). We will refer to this construction by saying that the preimages x and y correspond by a . It is easy to see that l(on) < l(o) • C0X" . By picking the path o to be the shortest geodesic path we show easily: Lemma 1. For any e > 0 and any n e Z+ such that e > CQX" diam(Af) and any x e M the set tp~"(x) is e-dense in M. where C2 = C0CxX/(l -X).
Proof. Let a; denote the lifting of a by means of tp' which connects tpn~'(x) to tp"~'(y'). Clearly, we have (17) l(a.) < C0X'l(o).
As a result, we can write Then for any integer n > 1 we have P"(S(p)) ç S(p'), where (24) p = pCQX" + C2. Proof. One sees easily that if / e S(p) then (25) ---M < max /(X')g*((
25) P"fiy) -SÄ f(y')gn(y') '
where the maximum is over all pairs x e tp~"(x),y' e tp~"(y) which correspond by some geodesic path a on M connecting x to y of length d(x,y).
Therefore, P" f(x) jhjT-T < exp(pC0/l"í7(x,y))exp(C2í7(x,y)) (26) =exp((pC0An + C2y(x,y)) = exp(p'd(x,y)).
The theorem has been proved. D Corollary 1. For n sufficiently large we have C0Xn < 1. We define p = C2I(1-CqX") . For some h e S(p) wehave P"h = h, bythe Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. The last lemma implies that for any x ,x e M (27) exp(C2 d(x,x')) < h(x)/h(x') < exp(C2d(x,x')), ( 
28) C~x <h(x)<C3
where C3 = exp(C2 diam(Af)).
We will now derive an inequality which has been most important in the study of the P-F operator. Remark 2. It is known that h e Cx [6] .
Let us discuss a property of expanding mappings which follows from the definition of cut locus and its basis properties.
Suppose that x e M and £, e TXM, |<£"j = 1-m(M\\Jx,€</>_l{x)B!(x')) = 0; 2. Bl(x')r\Bl(x") = 0,if x',x" e<p~l(x), x ¿x"; 3. dist({x'}, B,(x')) < C0X' diam(M) ;
5. m(M\tp'(Bl(x'))) = 0.
3. The spectrum of the P-F operator Throughout this section we will often write A instead of diam(Af).
The main estimate (Theorem 1)
. Let tp be a fixed piecewise expanding and let P = P be its P-F operator. The objective of this section is the following theorem. Proof. To show that P is a contraction, we will pick a constant e > 0, ye (0,1) and consider two cases:
Case!. \\f\\ < t\\df\\, Case 2. \\f\\>e\\df\\.
If e and y are chosen properly, we will show that in both cases ||| • ||| gets contracted by P . The estimates are as follows: Case 1 (easy). We have (41) R\\Plf\\<R\\f\\<Rs\\df\\<Rs\\\f\\\ \\d(Plf)\\ < AX'WdfW + 7711/11 < (AX1 + Be)\\df\\.
As a result we obtain (42) \\\Plf\\\<max(Re,AXl + Be).\\\f\\\.
We will require that e,R,l are such that (43) max(Re,AX' + Be) < 1.
Case 2 (the main estimate). We may assume that ||/|| = 1 and \\df\\ < e~ . We further assume that ||P f\\ > y\\f\\ and we will show that for y near 1 we get a contradiction. Thus for some x e M (f = f/h and p, = g, • h¡h o T1), The claim has been proved. Let us assume that / is large enough, so that ô > AÀ . This implies that B¡(y) c B(y ,0). Let / denote max(/,0) for any function / and let p = hm be the invariant measure for tp . As a consequence we obtain (50) ff+dm = f fdp>Y, \ßiB,(y)).
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The measure p(B¡(y)) can be estimated as follows. We know that tp (b¡(y)) = M (mod 0). Therefore we can write (51) &yR= *</W> >infp,
We also have: p¡ = g¡-h/h o tp1 and for y e B¡(y) P,iy') _ g¡iy') h(y') h(tp'y') (52) Piiy) g,(y) h(y) h(tp'y) This estimate is the estimate of the mixing rate for C -functions on M.
TWO CONSEQUENCES OF THEOREM 1
In this section we describe in detail the two results based on Theorem 1 noted in the Introduction.
4.1 Continuity of the invariant density. From this formula it is clear that the map IP 3 tp y-y Pf e C (M ,R) is continuous. We complete our proof by applying this observation to u = P"hRemark 3. From the proof it follows that the map tp y-y A is continuous in C1-topology on g?2, provided that Tip stays uniformly bounded in Lipschitz topology. The modulus of continuity is of the type x log(l/x).
Corollary 3. The entropy A" (tp) has modulus of continuity xlog(l/x).
4.2 An estimate of the rate of mixing. Based on the considerations outlined in the Introduction, the following theorem can be proved: where r e (0,1) and K > 0 can be chosen to depend on C0, C,, X and diam(Af) only. Therefore, K and r are uniformly bounded for tp in any compact subset of IP2.
